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                Success  

 I cannot say that all success is easy. It can be very perplexing! The word 

success can mean so many different things to different people. To me the word 

means so much more than to make money. Success is being happy with the work 

that you do. You can achieve this in many different ways.  

 When we do something we love we all want to succeed. We all have an 

opportunity to be successful in what we choose to do. For me, I want to be a very 

successful dancer! This is something I am very passionate about. To be in the 

competition dance team I know that I have to put in a lot of extra effort and time. 

For example, my dance team and I are in the studio on a regular basis of around 

eight hours a week including Saturday practices. 

 Self-discipline is a big part of being successful to me because I know 

without it, neither I nor any other dancer will begin to show advancement. This can 

help you in the way of knowing that if you mess up your coach doesn’t have to 

correct you every time you can learn to correct yourself. Self-discipline doesn’t 

just go for dancers or people who plays sports. This can prove that you are strong 

enough to do all that you can on your own.  



  When you want to achieve something and then on top of that be successful 

at it at the same time you have to be willing to put in the time, effort, and hard-

work. Time will help you because when you put in the right amount of it can make 

you better because time is more practice, and the more practice you get the better 

you are. You’re Successful! Effort is putting your heart into everything you do! 

You have to be willing to maybe give something up to put in 110%. Hard-work 

and determination plays a huge roll in success. Hard-work is called HARD-WORK 

for a reason. It is not going to be easy!  Determination is having confidence in 

yourself, knowing that YOU can do something is the biggest key in success,  

 Just because I used the example of dance does not mean that all I said just 

goes to dance. All these success tips can be used in anything. Success at life, 

sports, and school. I know that I want to be successful at ALL that I do. Just 

remember you have to be willing and then the next step is becoming a very 

successful person!  


